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102 WEATHER PROPHETS 

BIRDS AND ANIMALS AS WEATHER PROPHETS 

THOSE 

who live on the sea coast will tell one, with grave appre 
hension and misgivings, that a storm is coming when the sea 

gulls and other sea birds fly inland. Their hasty flight inland is 
certain to be followed by bad weather, while their presence about the 
coast in great numbers is an infallible sign of weather pleasing 
to all. A swallow will fly low on the approach of a strong wind, 

while its flying high is an undeniable forecast of light airs and 
breezes. One should associate the mournful brays of a donkey 
with bad weather, for they are invariably followed < 

by such. Sheep 
will cluster together on the side of a hedge that will be the lee as 
soon as the storm they know is coming bursts forth. Even by re 

garding the antics of the pig one may have a fair estimate of the 

coming wind, for this much ridiculed animal is credited with the 

supernatural faculty of being able to see wind. Dogs will crouch 
in their kennels and growl at the prospects of a pending storm, 

while no cat, however clear the evening, will leave rug or fireside 
when rain is going to fall later in the night. So it is with most ani 
mals; by closely studying their various habits one may, with great 
reliability, forecast the coming weather. 
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